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Background
• Data management within 

OCMP
• Legacy data stored in all 

kinds of old media, files
• Attempt to make archives 

easier to access became 
the Oregon Coastal Atlas

• Data discovery remains a 
problem outside of specific 
projects and circles
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An old Problem
• On the terrestrial side, the

geospatial data community
has attempted to tackle 
many of the same problems

• From a state perspective, 
the coastal and marine data 
community is largely outside 
of existing networks

• It would be great to not 
have to re-invent the wheel Photo: Fritz Cohen



Workshop
• Workshop conducted June 6th-7th, 2011 

in Salem, OR 
• Thirty-eight people from Oregon, 

California, and Washington representing 
state and federal agencies, 
non-governmental organizations, 
environmental consulting firms, 
universities, and data collaboratives



Objectives
• Identify and prioritize issues, solutions, and 

action items that would enable coastal and 
marine data producers and users to be long-
term data stewards; and,

• Provide existing examples and models for user 
community interaction and discussion on coastal 
and marine institutional data collection, sharing, 
and integration; 

• Draft a framework for an Oregon user 
community network to address coastal and 
marine data stewardship and technical 
concerns.



Motivation

• Finding, accessing, [relevant] data
• Consistent / reliable availability
• Accessible formats
• Well-documented data
• Timely, current, up-to-date data
• Legacy or historic data
• Un-adulterated data
• Contacts: people, authoritative sources



Not CMSP?

"... a scholar's positive contribution is measured 
by the sum of the original data that he contributes. 
Hypotheses come and go, but data remain. 
Theories desert us, while data defend us. They 
are our true resources, our real estate, and our 
best pedigree."

Santiago Ramon y Cajal, Nobel laureate
in Advice for a Young Investigator, 1916

translated by N. Swanson and L. Swanson
Cambridge, MA, MIT Press, 1999
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Topics Raised



Network Scale
The scope/scale of the Network should 
consider an administration/management 
scale (Oregon) and a geographic/ecosystem 
scale. In short, the Network should be 
nested, aiming toward regional participation 
and data, but initially focused on Oregon, 
with a desire for other west coast states to 
become part of the network. 



Outcomes
• Workshop report 

issued August, 2011
• Schedule of next steps

through fall/winter 2011
• Grant application for

funding 2012 events
• Plan for next meeting

Spring 2012



To be continued…
• Regional data management 

conversation will continue 
Dec 13-14, 2011 in 
Oakland, CA

• Goal is to develop a regional 
data sharing framework of 
data systems and users 
throughout the West Coast 
to address management 
needs and support regional 
CMSP
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